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What if… 

Hello Reader,  

pecial thanks to you for downloading this book. This book is a small collection of tips based on my 

experiences in testing contests. I participated in a lot of contests at Test Republic, Software 

Testing Club, 99tests.com and contests on other testers’ blogs or websites. After winning some of 

them, I realized that it can be easy to win a testing contest. All you need is some dedicated time, the 

right skills and practice. 

Weekend Testing (www.weekendtesting.com) and interactions with many other testers has helped me 

learn a lot in this industry. I have learnt a variety of test ideas by following the discussions on Twitter, 

reading testers’ blogs and their challenges. Based on these experiences, I wrote this book. Participating 

in testing contests helped me improve my testing skills at work. The time pressure and competitiveness 

of testing contests has taught me many valuable lessons which can be incorporated in your day to day 

work. 

What is your experience of participating in testing contests? After my first ebook - “What If…” which can 

be bought from http://bit.ly/mPjS3r, I hope that you enjoy this book too. Hope you enjoy the snippets 

while I wait for your comments… 

Please feel free to contact me via email, Skype, Twitter or GTalk. 

Email: ajay184f@gmail.com  Blog: www.EnjoyTesting.blogspot.com  

Skype/Twitter/GTalk: ajay184f 

  

 

  

S 

http://bit.ly/mPjS3r
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Test Environment 
One of the most important points to consider during testing is the Test Environment. It plays an even 

bigger role during testing competitions. Due to the time pressure in testing competitions, it is very easy 

and natural to forget about the test environment.  As a tester, testing on the right test environment will 

ensure that your bugs are not marked invalid even before the validation starts. 

Before we discuss about testing environments, let me list the points I would keep in mind about test 

environments: 

Tip 1: Know the test environment. 

Most of the testing competitions specify the test environment to be used by the testers. Do you know 

the test environment to run your tests? Is the test environment mentioned by the contest owner? 

Know which operating system - browser combination you need to test on. If the contest owner has not 

mentioned the test environment, ask for it. It is better to ask and know before you start.  

Operating system, browser, browser version, screen resolution, browser resolution and anti-virus are 

good starting points to know about the test environment. 

 

Figure 1: DirectX Diagnostic Tool 
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Tip 2: Test on the right environment. 

Spend most of your time testing on the right environment. The bugs found on the incorrect environment 

might not be reproducible on the right environment. If you do not have access to the right test 

environment, test on a different machine which has the right environment. It is very easy to mark a bug 

invalid when you know that it was found on an incorrect test environment. 

Pay special attention to the browser version, screen resolution. One of the easy ways to find the test 

environment is to browse to www.supportdetails.com. 

 

Figure 2: Support Details 

 

 

www.supportdetails.com
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Tip 3: Base state of the test environment. 

Before starting any tests, ensure that you start from the base state. It helps to restore the base state 

when you do not want your results to be affected by your earlier tests.  

 

Figure 3: System Restore 

Some testers use Norton Ghost to capture the system state. Suppose you want to save a particular state 

of the machine, you can take a system backup. Later you can restore it and recreate the exact scenario. 

It helps in reproducing the hard-to-reproduce bugs.  

You can also restore your machine state to the previous known restore point. 

In browsers there is an easy option to reset the browser settings to the default condition. Also you can 

delete the cookies, cache and history to start on a clean state. Some of the advanced settings can also 

be restored. Some settings take effect only on restarting the machine or browser. 
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Figure 4: Reset IE Settings 

Tip 4: Beware of add-ons and third party applications. 

Some bugs are dependent on a particular application. Sometimes a different version of flash player or a 

different Java version might be the reason for a bug. Know the version of the browser add-ons or the 

third party applications in use. You can check the version of Adobe Flash Player by browsing to 

http://www.adobe.com/software/flash/about/. You can check the version of Java version by browsing 

to the java.com/en/download/installed.jsp. 

http://www.adobe.com/software/flash/about/
java.com/en/download/installed.jsp
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Figure 5: Adobe Flash Player 

 

Figure 6: Java Version 
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Tip 5: Use the test environment to your advantage. 

One of the coolest bugs I like to highlight is script errors. It is sometimes easy to miss such bugs by 

testing on different browsers or by disabling the settings. In Internet Explorer, there is a setting to 

enable the notification about every script error. Make use of the test environment to find bugs.  

 

Figure 7: Script error notification 

To sum up: 

 Know the test environment.  

 Test on the right environment. 

 Preserve the base state. 

 Take care to isolate the issues by add-ons and other applications. 

 Make use of the test environment settings to find bugs. 
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Test Planning 
Once you have setup the test environment, the next step is to plan and execute the tests. Having a 

strong test strategy will help you a lot with the time pressure in testing competitions. In testing 

competitions that run for few days, every minute is important. The tester who finds the bug first has a 

good chance compared to others.  

Here is my list of tips on test planning: 

Tip 6: Suit your test strategy to the competition. 

Some testing competitions explicitly state the quality criteria to focus on. If the quality criterion is 

mentioned, then you need to focus on the stated criteria. Some testers fail to recognize the criteria and 

find bugs based on other quality criteria. When the stakeholder (contest owner) has clearly mentioned 

what kind of bugs he needs, focus on the same.  

The appendix of Testing Computer Software book is a handy guide to try out different tests. There are 

close to 300 errors in the list. Browse to 

http://www.logigear.com/logi_media_dir/Documents/tcs_appA_bugs.pdf and use this list as a starting 

point. 

 

Figure 8: Common Software Errors 

http://www.logigear.com/logi_media_dir/Documents/tcs_appA_bugs.pdf
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Tip 7: Play to your strengths. 

If the contest does not mention anything about the quality criteria, it is time to play to your strengths. 

Some contests are generic and appreciate any kind of bugs. You might be good in finding functionality 

bugs or security bugs. Go ahead and report them. Since testing competitions are of short duration, it is 

better to test based on your existing knowledge than to spend time learning new skills.   

Concentrate on the high priority bugs. Many times, a contest is won or lost based on the severity of the 

bugs than the quantity of bugs. 

Tip 8: Focus on unexplored areas. 

The payment section is one common area neglected by many testers. When an application involves a 

payment feature, go ahead and complete the payment scenario. Many testers are stuck at the initial 

user interface. There are different user privileges based on the payment. Free users might have 

restricted access to few features while a user with a different plan might have unlimited access to all the 

features. 

Invest in the different plans and get access to features which other testers are unaware of. For example, 

Practo.com has four different plans. Not many testers would invest in any plan other than the free plan. 

You can buy any of the plans and test if the claims are true. 

 

Figure 9: Different Plans 

 

Practo.com
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Tip 9: Complete a few user scenarios. 

One common mistake testers make is to get stuck on a single screen of the application. Think of a user 

scenario and try to complete it. Find out if you can complete the scenario or not. Note the problems 

faced while executing the scenario. Contest owners will be happy with bugs that affect the user 

workflow. Such bugs will be of higher priority than a bug affecting a single feature.  

Tip 10: Concentrate on quick tests. 

You need to find the bug before the other tester finds it. A list of ready-to-use mnemonics is a good 

starting point. Some testers spend a lot of time learning about the application. You need to learn as 

much valuable information about the application as quickly as possible. Also, the tests you conduct need 

to be effective and short, yet helps you to find critical bugs. There is no point in spending twenty 

minutes generating data to find a bug on sorting feature.  

Think of cost vs. value. How costly is the test compared to the value it provides? With quick tests, you 

can discover many bugs in a short time. Have a look at the list compiled by Lynn McKee at 

www.qualityperspectives.ca/resources_mnemonics.html. 

 

Figure 10: Testing Mnemonics - Lynn McKee’s Blog 

 

 

www.qualityperspectives.ca/resources_mnemonics.html
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Tip 11: Create your own user credentials. 

Usually the contest owners provide you with a set of user credentials for testing purposes. My 

suggestion is that you do not use them. Create your own set of user credentials. When you use the user 

credentials provided by the contest owner, you are sharing your tests and test results with other testers. 

I don’t think that it is a smart idea to share your test ideas. You will never know if other testers are 

changing the preferences while you are busy testing. It might lead to false positives or missed bugs. 

It is worth creating your own set of user credentials thereby testing the user creation, user credentials 

feature too. New users will be using the new user creation feature first unless the administrator 

provides them the credentials. 

Finally to sum up, here are the main points regarding test planning: 

 Understand what is expected from the testers. 

 Take advantage of your skillset when there is a choice. 

 Test the features which no other tester has tested. 

 Think like a user and test for few scenarios. 

 Focus on quick tests to find bugs quickly. 

 Avoid testing with default user credentials. 
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Bug Reporting 
Good bug reporting is equally as important as finding good bugs. In a testing competition, even the 

contest owner is under time pressure. The results are expected as soon as possible. Your bug reports 

should help the contest owner and other stakeholders. It should be easy to understand, easy to validate 

with all relevant information present in the bug report.  

If your bug reports are hard to understand, the contest owner might dismiss your bug report without 

even trying to reproduce the bugs. Every bug is important in a competition and might play a big role in 

deciding the final winner. Having done all the hard work of finding the bugs, it is necessary to submit 

your best bug report.  

If I have to submit my bug report I will use the following tips: 

Tip 12: Mention all the necessary details. 

Nobody likes an incomplete bug report. It irritates the reader more than helping him/her reproduce the 

issue. A bug report is the voice of a tester. Especially in a testing competition where you cannot meet 

the contest owner, you have to make sure the bug report conveys all the information. Let me describe a 

few important components of a bug report.  

 A summary or description of the bug. 

The first impression of a bug is conveyed by the summary or description of the bug. If someone asks you 

what is the issue, the summary must be able to answer the question in a single sentence. Very few have 

the patience to read a long summary of the bug. 

 Steps to reproduce. 

Mention the steps to reproduce the bug. Sometimes, the person who validates the bug might be a non-

technical person. He/she might not be aware of the details of the application. The steps to reproduce 

must fill this gap. Write easy to understand steps. Do not miss any step. Remove any unnecessary steps. 

For example, on a website if I want the user to view the ‘Invoice History’ page, I can choose one of the 

following steps: 

1. Login > My Profile > Payment History > Invoice History  

2. Login > Browse to www.site.com/InvoiceHistory.aspx  

In many bug reports, I see testers mentioning the first step. There is no need to move through the 

Profile and Payment pages. As long as the user is logged in, if he/she clicks on the Invoice History page 

link, the page is displayed. If the user cannot browse to the final page without the intermediate steps, 

then it makes sense to mention the intermediate steps.  

 Start from the base state. 
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The person validating your bugs does not validate the bugs on your machine. Before reporting the bug, 

try to reproduce the bug from the base state. The current buggy state of the application might be 

because of your previous tests. If the contest owner follows the steps to reproduce, he/she might not be 

able to reproduce the bug. In your bug report, mention the base state. Start your test from the base 

state. 

Sometimes a base state might be as simple as clearing the cookies and cache. 

 

Figure 11: Clear browsing history 

 Attach a screenshot or video. 

A screenshot of the issue is very useful for the contest owner. There might be confusing terminology and 

a screenshot highlights the issue immediately. If the screenshot is not appropriate or does not convey all 

the information, attach a video. If the issue needs the user to navigate through multiple screens, capture 

a video and attach it. 
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 Mention the number of attachments. 

It is a good practice to mention the number of attachments. There is a possibility that no one notices the 

attachment. It might be hard to recreate the bug without the attachment. Mentioning the attached file 

names and number of attachments lets the user know about the attachments. If you mention the 

attachments but fail to attach, the contest owner might comment on your bug. You might later attach 

the files. 

Tip 13: Mention special settings if any. 

Any special setting on your machine might be the cause of the bug. Make sure that you do isolate any 

such special settings. If they are necessary to recreate the bug, mention the setting. The contest owner 

will not like to spend a lot of time trying to recreate an issue on an incorrect setting. A few special 

settings include: 

 

     Figure 12: AutoComplete Settings 

 

Figure 13: Notification 
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Figure 14: Pop-up Blocker 

Tip 14: Use the ‘Edit bug’ feature. 

In testing competitions, the tester who logs the bug first gains the points. Even if your bug report is 

better than the other tester’s report, whoever logs the bug first gets the point. Here is one tip I regularly 

use. If you can edit a bug, log a bug with just one line summary and description. Get your bug registered 

in the bug database before other testers log the same issue.  

Once you have logged the issue, you can edit the bug and complete the bug report later. By following 

this tip, we can save time and log the bug before other testers log it. 

Tip 15: Highlight how the user is affected. 

As a tester when you find the bug, you understand the impact of the bug on the user. Use this 

knowledge to your advantage. Highlight it in your bug report. Let the contest owner know the impact of 

the bug. Mention how the bug will affect the user and how the contest owner might lose business or 

reputation. Business owners talk in the language of money and as a tester, you need to highlight this 

potential loss if a particular bug is not fixed. A simple point highlighting the number of users who will 

encounter the issue or the cost of support calls will let the contest owners know the importance of the 

bug. By highlighting the loss, you can increase the chance of getting your bug fixed. 
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Tip 16: Have the bug summary stand out. 

A short and catchy summary is important to make your bug stand out among hundreds of other bugs. 

The first impression of any bug is its bug summary. A bug summary must be short but at the same time, 

have enough information. It can start with the feature name where the issue occurs. Try to provide as 

much information in the first few words of the summary. The longer the summary, the chances of 

people reading the entire bug summary reduces drastically. 

Do not mention all the entire steps in the bug summary. ‘Steps to reproduce’ needs to be mentioned in 

the ‘Steps’ section.  

Example:  

Bad Summary: After launching the application and closing it, the application cannot be launched and 

machine needs to be restarted. 

Good Summary: Application fails to launch after first launch. 

If we read the first summary, the first ten words do not say anything about the issue. Compare it with 

the next summary. The entire issue is highlighted in less than eight words.  

There is no need to mention about the machine start in the summary. It can be highlighted in the 

‘Observed Behavior’ section. 

Tip 17: Assign the appropriate severity. 

As a tester, you might need to assign the severity to the bug. Points are assigned to every valid bug 

based on the severity. For example, showstopper bugs can fetch you ten points, high, medium and low 

bugs can fetch you six, four and two points respectively. Many testers assign a severity as high as 

possible to get more points. 

If the tester assigns an incorrect severity, the contest owner has to change the severity. It is additional 

work for the contest owner. When a tester gives additional work to the contest owner, it gives a bad 

impression about the tester. Even if the tester logs a valid bug, the contest owner does not give much 

attention. The credibility of the tester is reduced. For a short term gain, the tester increases the severity. 

But in the long term, the tester does more harm to himself. 

I follow the following guidelines to assign the four severity options: 

Showstopper: Any script errors, blocked features, high loss to customer. 

High: No workaround for a particular feature, many steps to be repeated. 

Medium: Workaround available, user can continue to use the feature. 

Low: Cosmetic issues, spelling mistakes, GUI issues, no major loss if bug is not fixed. 
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Tip 18: Have a one-liner bug report. 

In the previous tips I highlighted that the bug reports need to be complete. I suggested you to provide as 

much information as possible for every bug report. In this tip, I ask you to provide as less information as 

possible in the bug report. When the deadline is nearing, do not spend much time providing many 

details to your bug report. Provide just enough information. Maybe a one line summary and a 

screenshot will be enough. 

As these bugs will be validated at the end stages, even the contest owner will be thinking of wrapping up 

this exercise soon. Go ahead and try your luck. The last few bugs might be the difference between the 

first and second prize. 

Tip 19: Initial bug reports to final reports. 

First impressions matter a lot. When the contest owner validates the bugs, he/she will get a fair idea of 

which tester logs what kind of bugs. One can recognize the type of bugs logged by a particular tester. So, 

put in more effort initially. Spend time writing as detailed bug reports as possible when you start the 

contest. Let the contest owner get a good impression about you and your bug reports. Later as the 

deadline approaches, you can spend more time on finding bugs than writing detailed bug reports. 

There are testers who are consistent throughout the contest. They spend equal amount of time finding 

bugs and reporting bugs right from the start to end of the contest. Get ahead of such testers by 

spending more time finding bugs. At this stage of the contest, quantity of bugs matter than quality of 

bug reports. It also depends on how well you have drafted your initial bug reports.  

In a nutshell, take care of following points: 

 Mention all the necessary details for your bug report. 

 Mention the special settings on your machine. 

 Use the ‘Edit bug’ feature. 

 Highlight the bug’s impact on the customer. 

 Let your bug summary attract attention. 

 Assign the right severity. 

 Make use of one-liner bug reports. 

 Concentrate less on bug reports during the last phase of contest. 
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Learn from other bugs 
 

Tip 20: Note the quality criteria. 

What quality criterion is being used by other testers? While you are focused on a single criterion, are 

others testing based on different criteria? Are you missing out on a lot of bugs or on important bugs? By 

going through the list of bugs, you can understand where the majority of bugs are discovered till now. 

You might learn about a new test idea. You can build on the test idea or use it on other projects or 

contests. 

Tip 21: Features tested and not tested. 

One of the advantages of many testers testing the same application is that you can achieve a lot of 

coverage quickly compared to a few testers testing for the same duration. As a tester, you cannot test 

every feature in a given span of time. Make use of the bugs logged so far to know which features are 

tested. If you find a lot of bugs logged for a particular feature, it could mean that most of the bugs have 

been already identified by the testers. Will you continue to test the feature or focus on a different 

feature?  

You will also get to know which features of the application are not tested or no bugs have been logged. 

When you read the bugs logged, it gives you a fair idea of what kind of tests revealed the bugs. Have the 

other testers missed obvious tests? 

Tip 22: Note the techniques used. 

Every tester has a unique style of testing. A cost effective way to learn from other testers is to go 

through the bugs logged by them. Why did you miss the bug? Was it because you did not think of the 

test idea or you did not execute the test idea? Do you know the technique used to discover the bug? In 

the book - Lessons Learned in Software Testing by Cem Kaner, James Bach and Bret Pettichord, the five 

dimensions - testers, coverage, potential problems, activities and evaluation is described. Which 

dimension will you focus on? Which dimension other testers are using?  

For testing contests, there will be a variety of techniques used. Why are you not using a particular 

technique? Are you aware of why you are using or not using a technique? 

Tip 23: Build on others’ bugs. 

There are many testers who seem to be in a hurry when testing for testing contests. As soon as they find 

an error, they report it without much investigation. They think that logging bugs as soon as they find is 

much more important than investigating or searching for a severe issue. If we go through some of the 

bugs logged, we will discover that the issues are just the symptoms of a bigger problem. There might be 

more sever issues hiding behind these small bugs.  
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Instead of logging three to four cosmetic issues, you can find two to three high or even showstopper 

bugs. For the same amount of time invested, you can find more critical bugs. Use others’ bugs as a 

starting point. Build on those bugs. 

It is time to sum up the tips on learning from others’ bugs: 

 Are you missing out on any quality criteria? 

 Know which features have been already tested by other testers. 

 Can you learn any new techniques from this contest? 

 Build on bugs logged by other testers. 
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Tools 
As a tester, you need to be always prepared to attack any application. In testing contests, there is 

constant time pressure. Tools can help any tester to a great extent. You need to know how to use those 

tools effectively. Also, you must be able to use them under extreme time pressure. One way to learn a 

tool well is to keep using it and practicing it when there is no time pressure. Make mistakes, learn from 

them and do not repeat the mistakes. In the following tips, I describe the tools I like and use the most 

during testing contests. 

Tip 24: Good Screen capture and video recording tools. 

As we saw in the Bug reporting section, attachments in the form of screen capture or a video file adds a 

lot of value to your bug. Try out different tools and select the one which suits your needs the most.  

Before selecting a good screen capture tool, think of these points: 

 Quick to respond to a key click or hotkey. 

You do not want to miss out on a bug due to the time the tool takes to launch/capture the screen.  

 Customizable hotkey and filename. 

Some tools have pre-defined key combination for taking a screenshot. Can you change it to a 

combination which is easy to remember and press when necessary? Do you have to enter a file name for 

every capture?  

 Captures mouse position and tooltips. 

Does it capture the mouse pointer position? Many tools do not capture the tooltips. Ensure that the tool 

you select captures both mouse pointer and tooltips. Maybe you need to change the setting in 

preferences section. 

 Autosave to a predefined folder. 

Every time you capture a screenshot, if a confirm save dialog pops up, you lose valuable time. Instead 

look for a tool which automatically saves all your screenshots to a pre-defined folder. Remember to 

check if you can customize the folder. 

 Editing capability 

What is the capability of this tool in terms of editing the screenshot? Can you highlight, crop, scale, color 

and add text to this screenshot? 

For video recording tools, think in terms of  

 Size 

 Output format 
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 Quality options 

 Settings 

 Audio and video 

 Highlighting options 

I recommend Jing http://www.techsmith.com/download/jing/ and FastStone Capture 

http://faststone.org/FSCaptureDetail.htm. 

Tip 25: Browser add-ons and developer tools. 

Some tests can be performed better if you enable the developer tools. Using these tools, you can have a 

preview of the code. New test ideas might pop up or you might get proof for the existing bugs. 

 

     Figure 15: Developer Tools 

Some browser add-ons are especially useful. A good list of browser add-ons is mentioned on Santhosh 

Tuppad’s blog: http://tuppad.com/blog/2011/10/26/how-to-test-better-with-add-ons/. 

There are two mindmaps highlighting only browser add-ons. They are published on Moolya’s blog. 

http://moolya.com/blog/2011/03/04/addon-mindmap-for-testers-from-moolya/. 

http://www.techsmith.com/download/jing/
http://faststone.org/FSCaptureDetail.htm
http://tuppad.com/blog/2011/10/26/how-to-test-better-with-add-ons/
http://moolya.com/blog/2011/03/04/addon-mindmap-for-testers-from-moolya/
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Use them and hunt for more add-ons which will support your testing. 

Tip 26: Test data generators. 

Some features demand a lot of test data. For example, imagine testing an application that needs a 

minimum of fifty users. What names do you give to the fifty users? How about generating the names in 

a matter of few clicks? 

http://www.xtra-rant.com/gennames/ generates random first name and last name. You can choose to 

have one of them constant. 

 

Figure 16: Name Generator 

I found http://www.markrichman.com/2007/09/26/generating-random-names-as-test-data/ when I was 

searching for name generators. He has 60,000+ names listed in an excel sheet. You can download the 

excel sheet and use the data for your testing. 

One more tool I regularly use is Perlclip by James Bach and Danny Faught. It can be downloaded from 

http://www.satisfice.com/tools.shtml. Perlclip helps me a lot especially when I have to test the limits of 

a field or generate a lot of data.  

I love one more tool and I happily recommend it. It’s Hexawise http://hexawise.com/. Many testers face 

the confusion of which combinations to test, which combinations to ignore and want to have maximum 

coverage. Hexawise by Justin Hunter will help you get started. 

 

Figure 17: Hexawise 

http://www.xtra-rant.com/gennames/
http://www.markrichman.com/2007/09/26/generating-random-names-as-test-data/
http://www.satisfice.com/tools.shtml
http://hexawise.com/
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Tip 27: Credit card details. 

For testing payment feature, you might need credit cards. You can use your real and valid credit cards, 

spend real money and test the feature. Or you can use fake credit cards, good enough to test the 

features. Which one do you prefer? On Google, I found a site which had a list of fake credit card 

numbers. To my surprise, it worked and I could test the payment feature of few applications. I will not 

give the website of the credit cards here. You can easily Google it. 

Tip 28: Use Dropbox and drop your worries. 

When testing, you might have to use different computers or machines on different networks. You might 

have your notes on one machine while files on another. What do you do? Use pen drives, hard disks and 

transfer them, or use dropbox on both machines? I wrote a blog post on how dropbox is useful in my 

testing here: http://enjoytesting.blogspot.com/2011/07/dropbox-i-love-you.html. Dropbox plays a vital 

role in my testing. Even if there is a power cut, I know that I can access my files from Dropbox. 

 

Figure 18: Dropbox 

Recollecting the tips on tools: 

 Have your screen capture and video recorders ready. 

 Make use of browser add-ons and developer tools. 

 Test data generators, Perlclip and Hexawise save a lot of testing time. 

 Use fake credit cards to test payment features. 

 Use Dropbox to save your files on web and across computers. 

http://enjoytesting.blogspot.com/2011/07/dropbox-i-love-you.html
http://db.tt/xcAYzF1
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Documentation 
Testing contests are not like your regular testing projects. Your stakeholders might not expect lots of 

documentation other than the bug reports. As a tester, you might not have access to many documents 

too. What would be your approach in such cases? How do you test? Do you write test cases or do you 

save your testing results? Is it worth spending some time reading the documentation provided by the 

contest owner? 

Tip 29: Read the user guides and other documents. 

One common mistake I have noticed in many testing contests is that testers log bugs without 

understanding the feature. Why did the testers not understand the feature - they did not go through the 

documents. Do not make that mistake. Read the user guides and other documents. Use them to  

a) Generate test ideas. 

b) Assess your coverage in terms of features. 

c) Understand the functionality. 

If you feel that it is a huge document, skim the document, read quickly and make notes. There is no 

need to read the full document.  

 

Figure 19: Documentation 

Tip 30: Concentrate on few sections. 

For applications with huge user guides and multiple documents, use your knowledge gained from 

reading other bug reports. Know which feature is covered the least. Read only few sections of the user 

guide. Instead of being a master of all the features, own only a few features. Read about them and test 

them thoroughly.  

By following this approach, the entire user guide is reduced to few pages. This is easy to concentrate on. 

Some testers fall into the trap of reading the user guide from first page to last page. A lot of time is 

wasted. You can save a lot of time. But make sure you know everything about the limited feature set. 
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Tip 31: Release notes and bug fixes. 

As soon as a product is released for testing, visit the website where the live product is released. Most of 

the contest owners provide a demo site, yet to be released product than a live site. The live site might 

have release notes for the latest download version. By reading the release notes, you will know what the 

new additions are - maybe a new OS/browser is supported, a new feature is added/removed or new GUI 

changes. This gives a fair idea of where most of the code changes have gone in. It is valuable to focus 

your testing time on these new features. 

The bug fixes document lists the bugs which were fixed in the release. By going through this document, 

we can learn about  

 When bugs were fixed. 

 Which bugs are important to the stakeholders. 

 What bugs the customers face. 

 Which features had the most bug fixes. 

Use this knowledge to your advantage. Also, remember that this count of bug fixes acts as a rough 

guide. There might be more important bugs which are not fixed or other features with more bugs. Use 

this knowledge as a heuristic and remember that anything, including heuristics, may fail. 

Tip 32: Documentation on your part. 

As a tester, what kind of documents will you prepare for the testing contests? One mandatory piece of 

this documentation is the bug reports which will be filed in the bug database. Apart from the bug 

reports, do you need to write test cases, checklists, or mind maps? I am not a supporter of test cases. 

You know the least about the application during the start of the contest and writing test cases takes up a 

lot of valuable time.  

You may prepare a mind map of the application with the features, test ideas and any other information. 

A mindmap gives a quick visual overview of the application. You can focus on a part of the map to start 

with or you can have a map with your testing strategy. This is one of the mindmaps I used for a contest: 

 

Figure 20: Sample Mindmap 
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If you want to make testing notes, use Rapid Reporter http://testing.gershon.info/reporter/. Rapid 

Reporter is a tool developed by Shmuel Gershon. It is a light weight tool with notes section and timer 

too. You can use it to take screenshots too. Once you are done with your testing session, review your 

notes and report bugs. 

 

    Figure 21: Sample Rapid Reporter notes 

Let me sum up the points on documentation: 

 Read all documents related to the product. 

 Concentrate on few sections only if the document is huge. 

 Pay special attention to release notes and bug fixes. 

 Use a light weight note taking tool like Rapid Reporter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://testing.gershon.info/reporter/
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Deadlines 
One of the most important points to consider after bug reports is deadlines. No matter how good your 

bug reports or testing sessions are, they are of no value once the contest is finished. Pay special 

attention to the deadlines. A few tips from my experiences are as follows: 

Tip 33: Start early. 

Start early. It might be an obvious tip but many fail to follow it. By starting early, you have access to the 

application early. No bugs are logged, so any bug you log has less of a chance of being a duplicate of 

another bug. If you face any problems in accessing the application or bug database, it can be resolved 

quicker when you start early. Usually the contest owners are accessible for some time just after the 

contest is announced. Make use of the time by registering early and starting early.  

Some contests place a limit on the number of testers. If the limit is reached, the contest automatically 

refuses to accept new entries. Do not let that happen to you. As soon as you join in, browse through all 

the document links. Check if the documents exist and if the credentials provided by the contest owner 

work.  

Tip 34: Schedule your testing sessions. 

Know the deadline and schedule the sessions. Divide your time for learning about the application, few 

simple tests, browsing about similar products, reading the documentation, testing different features and 

for logging bugs. Planning is very important in testing contests where every tester is competing against 

fellow testers. You may like to have a task list to help you win the testing contest. A sample task list is as 

follows: 

Task Name Date Status 

Check all links, user credentials Nov 2 Completed 

Read user guide, website Nov 3 In progress 

Test against checklist Nov 3 To be done 

Create mindmap Nov 4 To be done 

Test for three sessions Nov 4 To be done 

Log bugs Nov 3, 4 In progress 
Table 1: Sample task list 

Having a plan helps you focus on a task whole-heartedly. Without a plan, there are chances that you 

might miss a task or complete it quite late. I suggest you have a simple plan and not spend a lot of time 

creating a detailed plan. Remember that the plan is for your reference and not for the contest owner. 

Tip 35: Beware of time zone differences. 

We have many contests running all over the world and the contest owner might be from a totally 

different time zone as yours. Make sure you understand the deadline and the time zone. Think of a 

deadline like Oct 03, 10:00 PM. According to which time zone? IST, CST or GMT? It might be 10:00 PM in 

India, early morning next day in Australia and 10:00 AM in some part of the USA.  
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Make sure you mark your calendar with the actual deadline. It is better if you finish your testing a few 

hours before. Include the deadline information according to the correct time zone in your plan. An easy 

way to mark a deadline is to convert the time in terms of GMT time. I refer to the GMT clock at 

http://www.greenwichmeantime.com. 

Tip 36: Look out for constant updates. 

As soon as testers start logging bugs and the contest owner wants to convey some information, the 

contest owner will send out an email or update the project requirements on the contest page. Many 

testers forget to return to check the contest page. Maybe the contest owner found out that testers are 

testing a blocked feature, or on a different site, or on an incorrect environment.  

Sometimes the contest owner is happy with the testing results and decides to end the contest one day 

in advance. Modify your testing approach based on the updates. If you are not aware of the regular 

updates, you may miss out and lose a chance to win the testing contest. 

Here is the wrap-up of tips on deadlines: 

 Start early. 

 Schedule your testing sessions. 

 Know the time zone of the deadline. 

 Do not miss regular updates from the contest owners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.greenwichmeantime.com/
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Commenting on other bugs 
Remember that you are the not only tester. There are many other testers participating in the same 

testing contest. Apart from a great opportunity to learn from other bugs, do not forget that it is a 

contest. You are competing. When I participate in a testing competition, I follow two simple tips. 

Tip 37: Appreciate good bugs.  

You might not log all the best bugs. There might be a tester who logs bugs better than you. He/she 

might have brilliant bug reporting skills. Appreciate such bugs. Add a comment to the bugs. Mention 

what you liked in the bug. Make a note of what you learnt.  

Look for features where you can apply this new learning. By appreciating the testers who report good 

bugs, you make someone else happy. Who knows, both of you might write a book together and work on 

a common project after few months. It is a good icebreaker to make new friends.  

Tip 38: Identify duplicate bugs. 

I do not know of any contest which accepts duplicate bugs. The contest owner validates and marks the 

duplicate bugs as invalid after the contest ends. Sometimes the contest owner might start validating as 

soon as the first bug is logged. As you go through all the bugs, you might recognize a few bugs to be 

duplicate of other bugs. Add a comment with the original bug number.  

By identifying the duplicate bug, you help the contest owner. Remember that if you mark a few bugs as 

duplicate incorrectly, you invite comments from the bug’s tester. Your credibility as a tester will also be 

reduced. 

It is quite simple: 

 Appreciate good bugs. 

 Identify duplicate bugs. 
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Communication 
Many people are interested in the success of the product. The contest owner is not the only person who 

wants to see a quality product released to the market. Talk with everyone who has information about 

the product and who can help you win the contest.  

Tip 39: Talk to other stakeholders. 

With the growth in social media, it is easy to get in touch with other stakeholders. You can browse to the 

‘About Us’ page and contact them over Twitter, email or chat. Not everyone responds to such requests. 

At the same time some might give you vital information about the application as they want you to help 

them. You never know unless you try.  

I have personally experienced programmers helping me with clarifications, explaining how a particular 

feature is built, and other such information. All you need is a good social presence and you are all set.  

Tip 40: Talk to the live support team. 

Some applications support a live chat feature. Some technical personnel from the company will be ready 

to answer your queries and make a note of your issues. If it is possible to provide a resolution, they will 

be more than happy to share it with you. If there is some functionality missing from the application, they 

will let you know. Such conversations might give you valuable test ideas. 

Once I had a chat with a live support team during a testing contest. I wanted to upload a set of 40 

questions to their application. I had to email him an excel sheet with the questions in a particular 

format. It was a usability issue. No user was aware of the format. As I had talked to the live support 

team, I knew the format. How will other users know? 

You can also request the team to help you with test data or any other such request as they have direct 

access to the code and the database. You can ask them to clear up all the data related to a particular 

user name or import data from a particular template. 

Tip 41: Talk to other testers and users. 

Just a casual chat with other testers might help both of you identify the traps each one of is falling into. 

After participating in multiple contests, there will be usually a group of testers who will be participating 

regularly. Chat with them. Share your thoughts and a few test ideas too. Beware of testers who waste 

your time by asking questions which can be found by a single google search. www.lmgtfy.com is the 

perfect site for such testers. 

There are users who play a very important role in any business. Try to talk to any users who are even a 

little familiar with the product. Some users might post their experiences on their blog. Contact them to 

talk about their experiences, what kind of problems they faced, what they liked the most and which 

features they use the most. The time spent communicating with users will be very valuable to you as a 

tester. 

www.lmgtfy.com
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Tip 42: Talk to the contest owner. 

The contest owner is the one who has drafted the project requirements and is validating the bugs. 

He/she is the one who has direct access to testers’ bugs. Try to contact and get to know the contest 

owner. Their feedback is really valuable as it is based on real time data. He/she is the closest to the 

actual testing competition. Some feedback from the contest owner could be about features not tested, 

incomplete bug reports or non-reproducible bugs. 

By applying the real-time feedback, you can modify your testing strategy on the spot. Your chances of 

winning the contest increases based on the interactions with the contest owner.  

To sum up the tips on communication: 

 Contact the other stakeholders. 

 Chat with the live support team. 

 Interact with other testers and users. 

 Talk to the contest owner. 
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Social Media 
It is hard to count the number of social media sites a user is exposed to these days. One can start with 

Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, the different technical forums, and blogs. Information - good or bad - 

spreads within minutes across the internet. Photos and videos are shared, users comment on posts, 

recommend a product, or share their experiences on websites. 

As a tester, why not use these sources of information? 

Tip 43: Actual customer issues. 

Many products have created their account on Twitter, Facebook, Google Plus and LinkedIn apart from 

having their own blog. They are constantly interacting with their customers and prospects through one 

of these social sites. As a tester, we can know about the complaints from the customer, the latest news 

about the product, feedback from the customers and questions from users. We can also understand 

how the product is distributed and what claims are made on the website. 

Follow the product on Twitter, Facebook and blogs. By focusing on the actual customer issues, we can 

learn to test on similar lines.  

Tip 44: Know the user scenarios. 

Users don’t use the product. They have a problem and see the product as a solution to their problem. 

They pay a lot of money to use the product. Studying the user comments helps us learn more about the 

user scenarios. It is a totally different experience to learn from actual customer usage than to sit in the 

board room designing tests. Interact with the users and know how they use the product.  

Tip 45: Google for known issues. 

Apart from customers, testers find issues and report them on their blogs or websites. Google for such 

known issues. Some of the product websites list out the known issues to help the users. Report such 

issues too if the features are under the scope of testing contest. There have been contests where a huge 

list of bugs has been found by a simple google search. 

Any information about the product is valuable and helps refine your testing strategy. 

To sum up,  

 Learn from actual customer issues. 

 Know the user scenarios. 

 Use the power of Google. 
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Other Information Sources 
When testing under extreme time pressure, quick sources of information are handy. If you have cheat 

sheets, books or blogs highlighting a particular testing technique or strategy, you might have a slight 

advantage if you know how to use them effectively.  

Tip 46: Use cheat sheets. 

Use cheat sheets or checklists to assist in your testing. One of the useful cheat sheets is by Elisabeth 

Hendrickson and can be found at  

http://testobsessed.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/testheuristicscheatsheetv1.pdf 

 

Figure 22: Test Heuristics Cheat Sheet 

As you complete parts of your testing, you can strike out sections in the cheat sheet or checklist. They 

are light weight documents and extremely helpful in contests with extreme time pressure. 

Tip 47: Books, blogs and websites. 

There are many books on different testing approaches and techniques. You can find a lot of books on 

security testing, usability testing, performance testing and mobile testing. Read them and apply the 

lessons. There are many blogs and forums that deal with a particular testing strategy in detail over many 

blog posts. Subscribe to such blogs. Quick Testing Tips blog is one such website with lots of tips on 

software testing.  

 

Figure 23: Quick Testing Tips 

Tip 48: Similar products - comparable products. 

When I test a particular product, I look for similar products on the internet. What are other products 

that serve the same purpose? If I had to choose two more products of the same category, which one 

they would be? Which product is the best in the same category? Which product is considered the 

standard among all the users? For example, I am testing Flipkart. I will use the test results from Amazon, 

eBay, Jumadi as oracles too. 

Many testers fail to recognize the different sources of information on the internet. Use them testers!  

http://testobsessed.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/testheuristicscheatsheetv1.pdf
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Tip 49: Use Mnemonics. 

As I have already mentioned in this book, many testers fail to recognize the power of mnemonics. Lynn 

McKee has done a wonderful job collecting all the available mnemonics on a single page. Have a look at 

her list at www.qualityperspectives.ca/resources_mnemonics.html. 

 

Figure 24: Testing Mnemonics 

 

To recap the tips on other information sources: 

 Use cheat sheets. 

 Read testing books, blogs and websites. 

 Use information from similar products. 

 Use mnemonics. 

 

 

 

www.qualityperspectives.ca/resources_mnemonics.html
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General Traps To Avoid 
Based on my experience in participating various testing contests, here are some common traps: 

Tip 50: Testing on the live site instead of demo site. 

Last month I tested a website for creating surveys. I made a mistake. In between my tests, I browsed to 

the actual site. The next time I launched my browser, I was testing on the actual site instead of the demo 

site. I went a step ahead and logged a bug found on the live site. Only when the contest owner marked 

the bug invalid, did I realize my mistake.  

Beware of this kind of mistake.  

Tip 51: Testing out-of-scope features. 

When we test any application, some features attract us with a lot of bugs. You might discover a lot of 

bugs but are you sure that the feature is not an out-of-scope feature? All your efforts would be of no use 

if the contest owner marks the bugs as invalid with the comments - ‘Out of scope - Do not test.’ 

Make a list of features which need not be tested. Anytime you test the feature by mistake or you have 

doubts, you can refer back to the list. 

Tip 52: Assuming and not questioning. 

Many testers still lack questioning skills. They assume even if there is an option to question and get 

information. Unless you question, others will not know your thought process. As testers, you are hired 

to help them take decisions by providing information. If you have any questions, feel free to highlight 

them to the stakeholders. In testing contests, you can email the testing owners or the one who provides 

you the credentials. Once you ask them and clarify your questions, it helps in identifying the right tests 

for this contest.  

Some traps: 

 Testing on the wrong version or environment. 

 Testing out-of-scope features. 

 Assuming and not questioning. 
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After The Contest 
If you have followed the above tips, I am pretty confident that you have given your best and there is a 

good chance of winning a contest. What next after winning the contest? 

Here are a few additional tips: 

Tip 53: Understand the test ideas. 

Now that there is no time pressure, go through each bug slowly. Understand the test idea used. Note 

how the tester has composed the bug report. Think of ways in which you can improve the bug report. 

Think why you missed the bug. Remember not to miss similar bugs and test ideas.  

It is a good idea to make a note in your tester’s notebook. You can refer to it at regular intervals till you 

remember all the test ideas without referring to any book. 

Tip 54: Contact other testers. 

Once the contest is over, congratulate the top testers. Contact the testers with whom you would like to 

stay in touch. Make new friends. Interact with them, talk about test ideas, other testing contests and 

their hobbies and interests. Exchange contact information. If you reside in the same city, try to meet. It 

is a totally different feeling to meet personally and exchange testing ideas. 

Tip 55: Thank the organizers. 

Thank the organizers - the contest owner, the stakeholders who responded to your queries. Building 

relationships is one key task of any professional. Thank them for their hard work and support. Who 

knows, you might be invited to test a private project. Don’t thank expecting a favor. Thank for the 

opportunity and support you received from them. 

Tip 56: Provide overall feedback. 

Provide your honest opinion about the product. Include both the positives and areas of improvement. 

Will you use it? Which features are the most difficult to use? Which user scenarios will you use the 

most? Include them in the feedback. It actually helps the contest owner and other stakeholders. 

Tip 57: Make notes from the contest. 

What did you learn from this contest? Did you win? If yes, why do you think you won? What did you do 

best? Which aspects need improvement? If you did not win, why? What can you do better next time?  

Note everything in your testing book. Re-read, do not repeat the mistakes and keep winning! 

To sum up tips on after the contest: 

 Understand the test ideas. 

 Contact other testers. 
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 Thank the organizers. 

 Provide overall feedback. 

 Make notes from the contest. 

Best of luck for the contest. Keep winning and learning from each contest.  
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I hope this book is useful to you and your team. 

If you have any comments on any of the chapters or the book in general, feel free to contact me. I will 

be more than happy to discuss any of the topics. 

My contact details: 

Email: ajay184f@gmail.com 

Skype/Twitter/GTalk: ajay184f 

LinkedIn Profile: http://in.linkedin.com/in/ajaybalamurugadas 
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